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Abstract

This paper studies the efficient integration of gateway for-
warding strategies in wireless ad hoc networks. The prob-
lem to solve is the forwarding to one or more gateways in
an environment where there is no hierarchical addressing.
We provide an overview of the challenges in this area and
then compare the properties of two proposed forwarding
strategies; traditional default routes and tunnels. We find
that default route forwarding will not operate efficiently
in a multi-hop environment and that it will, without mod-
ifications, operate incorrectly with multiple gateways. On
the other hand, we find tunnel forwarding to be architec-
turally appealing with many properties that make it a suit-
able forwarding strategy with multiple gateways.

We have implemented default route and tunnel for-
warding in the AODV routing protocol. We verify in
simulation that the incorrect forwarding of default routes
has adverse effects on TCP and that the modifications we
suggest improve performance, although they do not com-
pletely solve the problem. Our simulations also show that
our tunnel implementation is efficient and works well with
TCP, even with multiple gateways.

1 Introduction

In multi-hop ad hoc networks, it is commonly suggested
that Mobile IP [11] is used to provide Internet connectiv-
ity [7, 3, 13, 5]. Such a network can be seen in Figure
1. Visiting nodes will keep their home addresses when
joining the ad hoc network. Thus, the network will con-
tain a mix of prefixes and will haveflat addressing. In
this setting, Mobile IP provides topologicallycorrectad-
dressing for nodes in the ad hoc network by hiding topo-
logically incorrectaddresses behind one or more care-of
addresses. This allows nodes to keep their home network
addresses when visiting a foreign network, while still en-
joying full Internet connectivity. In other words, Mobile
IP solves the problem of how to route to addresses that
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are not located at the correct place in the Internet’s hier-
archy. However, in the ad hoc scenario, Mobile IP only
solves half of the problem - how to get traffic into the ad
hoc network. Similar to how Internet routing without Mo-
bile IP can not route to addresses in the ad hoc network,
some ad hoc routing protocols have problems resolving
routes to external addresses (e.g., Internet addresses), that
are not part of the ad hoc network. These protocols be-
long to the reactive or on-demand class, e.g., AODV [12]
and DSR [6]. In an ad hoc network with flat addressing,
these protocols can only configure routes to nodes that are
searchable within the network’s boundaries. In contrast,
a proactive protocol can determine which destinations are
external because it maintains a complete list of nodes in
the ad hoc network.

Another way to handle “random” addresses in an ad
hoc network is to use network address translation (NAT).
A NAT gateway can be used to hide the network’s internal
random addresses towards the fixed network, hence is an
essential element for integrating the flat address space into
the Internet. However, NATs require careful control over
routing paths since all packets of a TCP or UDP session
should pass through the same NAT. Here we need ways to
partially restrict the adaptive character of ad hoc routing
protocols and to let mobile nodes stick to “their” gateway.
Alternatively, mechanisms to tunnel inbound traffic from
an old gateway to a new gateway needs to be developed.

In this paper we study how to integrate gateway for-
warding with reactive routing protocols. More specifi-
cally, how to efficiently route packets, destined for the
Internet, through the ad hoc network. We look at two pro-
posed strategies; default routes and tunneling. We find
that default routes that are adopted from traditional LAN
settings need modifications to work in a multi-hop ad hoc
environment. Despite these additions, default routes have
problems with multiple gateways and inconsistent routing
state. Establishing tunnels to the gateways, on the other
hand, provides an architecturally appealing solution and
works well with multiple gateways.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section
2 we describe our assumptions and the challenges with
forwarding to a gateway using existing approaches. We
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discuss modifications to default routes in section 3. In
section 4 we introduce tunneling using “half tunnels” and
report in section 5 about how we implemented these two
forwarding strategies in the AODV [12] routing protocol.
Section 6 reports on results from evaluating default routes
and half tunnels in simulation. In section 7 we discuss
related work, while section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Gateway Forwarding in Ad hoc
Networks

In this section we examine the problem of forwarding
packets to a gateway in a network with flat addressing
and reactive routing. This type of forwarding is special
because reactive routing protocols can only resolve routes
to addresses that are part of the ad hoc network while here
we want to forward packets to outside destinations. Five
problems will be addressed in this section:

1. the recognition of non-local destination addresses,

2. default routes with cascading route lookups,

3. large route tables due to explicit host routes,

4. failure to pin down a specific gateway,

5. failure to discern among multiple routes.

2.1 Resolving Node Location

Suppose that a node in the ad hoc network wants to send a
packet to an Internet host (Figure 1 shows an ad hoc net-
work with flat addressing and forwarding through a gate-
way running Mobile IP). First the source node needs to
find out the location of the destination, i.e., whether it is
currently in the ad hoc network or a host on the Internet.
Thereafter it needs to find a route to a gateway.

In a shared prefix addressing situation the source node
as well as a gateway can decide by themselves whether a
destination is local or not by just inspecting the address
prefix. Similarly, if the network runs a proactive routing
protocol all mobile nodes are known as well as the gate-
way, so in that case the source node only needs to check
its routing table to know that the destination is not part of
the ad hoc network.

On the other hand, if the network runs a reactive proto-
col like AODV [12] an ad hoc network wide flooding of
route requests for the destination must be launched. Since
this is a fixed Internet destination there should be no route
replies according to the default operation of the protocol.
The lack of replies can be used by the source node as an
indication that the destination potentially resides in the
fixed Internet, as is suggested in [7, 14].

A more efficient approach than timing out on the
source’s route request is suggested by Broch et al [4].
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Figure 1: A wireless ad hoc scenario with “random” ad-
dresses and two gateways, one Mobile IP Home Agent
(HA) and one Foreign Agent (FA). Mobile IP’s reverse
tunneling makes sure that the mobile node’s (MN) return
traffic is sent to the correct gateway (via its HA), although
it uses a topologically incorrect home network address
when sending traffic through the FA.

They propose that the gateway can, in response to a route
request, send a proxy route reply to signal that it can take
care of the forwarding to the requested destination. Be-
fore sending such a reply the gateway must ensure itself
that the destination is not in the ad hoc network. This can
be done in different ways, including flooding the network
with a new route request, by keeping a list of currently
known active nodes (visitor list) or by pinging the desti-
nation on the gateway’s network interface attached to the
Internet.

2.2 Host Route Forwarding

When the location of a destination is resolved and is found
to be in the Internet, all intermediate nodes between the
source and the gateway node can store the destination ad-
dress as well as the next hop in their routing table. This
can be done in the gateway discovery phase as suggested
in [3]. The problem with this straightforward solution is
that the routing tables will grow and all routes to the Inter-
net destinations must be independently maintained. These
large routing tables might not be optimal for small devices
as they often have limited memory capabilities (in a reac-
tive routing approach it is also necessary to maintain soft
state and timers associated with each routing table state).

2.3 Default Routes and Cascading Lookups

When requests for fixed Internet destinations are com-
mon, it is likely that the resulting forwarding paths will
share hops. Like in the fixed Internet this can be exploited
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Figure 2: Inconsistent default routes with multiple gateways. A source node (B) may not be notified of a default
gateway change. Node C might not have the replicated state necessary to forward packets from upstream nodes,
behind A.

by introducing default routes for the benefit of route ag-
gregation. In multi-hop ad hoc networks such a default
route also points to a gateway and will usually be created
over multiple hops. Source as well as intermediate nodes
will forward along this route.

The problem with this default route solution in a reac-
tive routing context is that each intermediate node must
ensure that the packet’s destination address is not in the
local ad hoc network before forwarding along the default
route. This means that at each intermediate one must flood
the network with a fresh route request. This problem is
described by Nilsson et al in [9] as the “cascading effect”
of route requests. In a shared prefix situation this effect
does not exist because intermediate nodes can discrimi-
nate addresses outside the prefix as being destined for the
gateway.

2.4 Multiple and Changing Gateways

When we consider multiple gateways, whose appearance
cannot be prevented in an ad hoc network, we note that
default routes have another serious drawback. A default
route pointing, e.g., to the closest gateway is not stable
due to the inherent mobility: At any time such a default
route may change and point at another gateway. For ex-
ample, a control message received at an intermediate node
could divert the default route in a way that is conflicting
with the default route of upstream nodes, leading to stale
NAT state at the gateway and interrupted TCP connec-
tions.

An example of how this problem can occur is depicted
in Figure 2. First, a default route is configured between
node B and gateway 2 (GW2). Node A then requests
a route for an Internet destination that the intermediate
node C rebroadcasts to GW1 and GW2. However, be-
cause of a collision (or some other transmission failure) at
GW2, that gateway will never receive the request. There-
fore, only GW1’s route reply will reach node C. Before
forwarding the route reply to node A, C updates its default

route to point to GW1, all according to the information in
the route reply. Packets from B will not reach the NAT
state that was initially established inside gateway 2. In
section 6 we will show by simulation that the occurrence
of such inconsistent routing state is also a problem when
the gateways act as Mobile IP agents.

2.5 Multi-homing and Load-balancing

Today it is not uncommon that mobile devices have more
than one network interface to connect to the Internet
through different access networks. For example, a lap-
top may have both a GPRS and a WiFi interface. In such
circumstances it might be beneficial to route packets over
both interfaces at the same time to achieve smooth hand-
over or load balancing. In another scenario, there might
be only one network interface, but multiple gateways in
the same network (e.g., as in Figure 1). In that case it
would for the same reasons be beneficial to be able to
maintain connections over both gateways at once.

However, default route forwarding does not easily (or
at all) support this kind of operation. A default route only
points to one gateway at once. One solution is to config-
ure multiple default routes pointing to different gateways
and then on the source node map Internet destinations to
the desired default routes on per packet basis. However,
when the packet is sent to the next hop, it is impossible for
an intermediate node – although it knows about both gate-
ways – to infer which default route the source intended the
packet to be forwarded on.

3 Improving Default Route For-
warding

In this section we analyze the problematic behavior of de-
fault routes in ad hoc networks in more details and intro-
duce modifications for efficiency.
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3.1 Representing Multi-hop Default Routes

In a single hop LAN environment, the default route entry
points to the default gateway that a host uses to forward
packets to the Internet. When extending this principle to
the multi-hop environment, there are two ways to view
this setup. In Figure 3 we have:

(a) the default route indicates thenext hopto the default
gateway, or

(b) it indicateswhich gatewayis currently selected to
be the default.

In the single hop case the two views are the same,
but in the multi-hop case there are important differences.
In (a) the default route maps to thenext hop(63.3.5.23)

_

3

(b)(a)
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Figure 3: Two different routing table configurations to the
same end. The address 66.35.250.151 is a destination on
the Internet.

and there is no need for an explicit entry for the gateway
host. In (b) the default route maps to thegatewayaddress
(192.168.1.1) and this gateway entry is used to find out
the corresponding next hop.

If the gateway can be reached over multiple hops, so-
lution (a) will only indicate the next hop and a node has
no state telling which gateway this default route actually
leads to. Solution (b) is the solution suggested in the
Globalv6 proposal [14]. It is different because the default
route maps to the address of the currently selected gate-
way. An extra routing table entry must then be maintained
for the next hop to the gateway.

Note that (a) may require two routing table accesses
and (b) in worst case three. Route look-ups may be neces-
sary at each intermediate node on the path to the gateway
and might prove costly. One look-up is saved if the nodes
in the ad hoc network have a shared prefix or if they run
a proactive routing protocol. In the reactive case, nodes
have to configure an extra host route entry for the destina-
tion to avoid subsequent route discoveries.

Once the default route concept has been augmented for
multi-hop scenarios, like in in Figure 3 (b), the default
route entry is superfluous because each destination will
have its own entry in the route table. These host route
entries point directly to the gateway entry, which reduces
the required routing table look-ups from three to two.

3.2 Avoiding Inconsistent Routes

There are several reasons why the approach in Figure 3 (b)
is preferred in a multi-hop environment. First, there is a

strict mapping between a default route and the associated
gateway address. In the case of Figure 3 (a), an intermedi-
ate node would not be able to tell if a control message will
update the default route to point to a new gateway. In Fig-
ure 3 (b), however, an intermediate node is in a position to
drop control messages that conflict with the currently con-
figured default route (see also Section 5.3). Another ad-
vantage is that one can configure multiple default routes
which are distinguished by their gateway address. Each
host route entry for an Internet destination would point to
its preferred default route. Finally, if the routing protocol
requires destination sequence numbers, it is not necessary
in Figure 3 (b) to keep a sequence number for the default
route since it is just a mapping to a (gateway) host entry.
In Figure 3 (a), the default route is a “destination” and
therefore needs a sequence number of its own.

Although better than Figure 3 (a), there are still other
problems with the approach in Figure 3 (b). Whenever
a route to a gateway is updated, intermediate nodes that
were not part of the path before the update, must gather
the mapping state of upstream nodes (i.e., the nodes that
have a higher hop count to the gateway) for replicating it
in their own routing tables. Otherwise they will not be
able to forward the packets of the upstream nodes. Cur-
rently, we do not know a clean way to handle this.

4 Forwarding Using Tunnels

Tunnels have the architecturally appealing property that
they can be used by two end points to create a one hop
illusion over many hops in the real network. In this sec-
tion we examine tunneling – proposed by Jönsson et al
in [7] – as an alternative approach to default routes. We
start by looking at “half tunnels” which are one way for-
ward tunnels that turns out to be well suited for controlled
gatewaying.

4.1 Half Tunnels

The namehalf tunnelrefers to the fact that tunneling re-
ally is only needed in the forward direction, as we will
explain below. A half tunnel takes care of the forwarding
of packets to an Internet gateway; It does not deal with
how a mobile node is attached to the Internet i.e., through
a gateway performing address translation (e.g., NAT) or
via a Mobile IP (MIP) foreign agent.

With a half tunnel the one-hop illusion is created be-
tween a mobile source node and the Internet gateway. Fig-
ure 4 depicts a detailed view of the mechanism behind this
process. In the first step, when a packet is found to be for
an Internet host, it is routed through a half tunnel to the
gateway by encapsulation. An encapsulated packet is sent
to the gateway using the gateway’s explicit IP address and
the IP forwarding mechanism as configured by the ad hoc
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Figure 4: Half tunnel forwarding showing the routing table state at each node and how encapsulation (Enc.) and
decapsulation (Dec.) changes the destination address of packets for Internet destinations (I flag). Because of the
encapsulation, intermediate nodes only have to maintain the gateway route. The gateway acts as a NAT or Mobile IP
home or foreign agent.

routing protocol. At the gateway, the packet will exit the
tunnel and is decapsulated. In the second step, the initial
packet is routed towards the final destination in the global
Internet, after possibly having been subject to some ad-
dress translation. Note that a packet like this is not using a
default route, but use regular host route entries. Therefore
avoiding any problems with cascading route look-ups.

An analogy can be made between the half tunnels and
the way how in a LAN setting the IP stack and its ARP ta-
ble translate a global IP address into the link layer address
of the next hop. In the LAN case, a packet is forwarded to
the gateway’sMAC addresswithout changing the destina-
tion address. In our case we map a global IP address to
the ad hocnetwork addressof the gateway and “override”
a packet’s destination by tunneling over several hops.

In the reverse direction no tunnel is needed, since pack-
ets entering the ad hoc network from the fixed Internet
will be translated to a local address by the address trans-
lation or will already have a valid “return address” if the
gateway is the source node’s Mobile IP home agent. If
the gateway is a foreign agent, it will be the end point of
a Mobile IP reverse tunnel and will thus decapsulate the
incoming packet to a locally routable one where the des-
tination is the source node’s home address.

4.2 Benefits

Half tunnels exhibit the following desirable properties:

Protocol transparency. The half tunnel concept is
transparent with existing routing protocols. The minimum
required modifications are extra routing table states in the
source and gateway nodes which do not affect the proto-
col. Furthermore, there is no need for new state in inter-
mediate nodes. This means that intermediate nodes can
be unaware of gateways and tunnels, an important char-
acteristic for legacy nodes. The default route concept, on
the other hand, needs to maintain a default route entry at
each participating node.

No cascading route requests. Cascading effects are not
a problem with half tunnels because only the source node
and the gateway need to know about the destination in the
fixed Internet. Inside the ad hoc network these packets are
explicitly addressed for a gateway.

Route aggregation. Tunneling achieves route aggrega-
tion at intermediate nodes since all Internet destinations
are encapsulated by gateway addresses instead of one en-
try for each destination which is the case for default routes
(see Figure 4).

Stability and reduced overhead. Once a source node
has configured a tunnel to a gateway, that tunnel will not
be diverted to another gateway unless connectivity with
the gateway is completely lost. In that case the source
node will be notified and can take proper actions. For
example, to re-register at a new gateway in case the source
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node is using Mobile IP.

Multiple gateways. Source nodes can maintain routes
to multiple gateways for fault tolerance and load balanc-
ing. Tunneling allow Internet traffic bound for differ-
ent gateways over a common intermediate hop, which is
not the case for default route forwarding (see Figure 5).
Redundant tunnels can be used as as backup routes if the

(c)(b)(a)

Figure 5: Multiple gateway support: (a) A default route
points to only one gateway at once. (b) With half tunnels
two nodes can share an intermediate hop while still main-
taining tunnels to different gateways, (c) or one node can
have tunnels to two gateways at once.

connectivity to one gateway is lost. This principle will
avoid route request floods for all its current Internet desti-
nations at connectivity loss. Furthermore, tunnels to mul-
tiple gateways are useful when a node wants to do a soft
hand-over between gateways.

Efficient forwarding. In terms of routing table look-
ups, half tunnels are more efficient than the default route
counterpart. A source node needs to perform two look-
ups in the routing table (first, to find the host route en-
try that maps the destination to the tunnel entry point and
thereafter the tunnel entry point itself, i.e., the gateway
route). On intermediate nodes, only one regular look-
up is needed, which is a clear advantage over the default
route approach that most likely needs three routing table
accesses, both at the source node as well as at intermedi-
ate nodes.

Potential for optimization. In order to increase the effi-
ciency of half tunnels, intermediate nodes could be made
gateway aware. We do this in two steps. The first is to
introduce extra state in the routing table of the nodes in
order to mark the gateway address as a Gateway. This can
potentially avoid route requests if the source node directly
can determine that its own packets should be tunneled to
the Internet, e.g., by using a local prefix address. The sec-
ond step is to add extensions to the routing protocol so
that the gateway address is recognized also by intermedi-
ate nodes. How this is done is protocol dependent. In a
reactive protocol like AODV, we propose an extension is
used in the route reply message understandable by gate-
way aware nodes. Other nodes will ignore the extension
but will still propagate correctly. See also Section 5.2.1.

Security. Half tunnels are not as security sensitive as
default routes; only the source node adds redirection state
on the source node itself. Default routes on the other hand
can be redirected at any intermediate hop and all Internet
traffic diverted by a malicious node. It is true that any
node can pretend to be a gateway, hence could divert tun-
nels to itself. However, this is a generic problem of ad
hoc routing (impersonation) and any authentication solu-
tion for trusting the gateway would be applicable to the
half tunnel setting too.

5 Implementation

In this section we discuss how we have implemented de-
fault route and half tunnel gateway connectivity in the
AODV ad hoc routing protocol. AODV is a routing proto-
col that discovers routes on-demand by flooding the net-
work with route request packets (RREQs). Route replies
(RREPs) are sent back by the destination itself or by
nodes with an active route to the destination. Routes setup
through this process are only maintained as long as pack-
ets are being forwarded. Routing loops are avoided by the
use of destination sequence numbers.

The AODV-UU implementation [1] was selected as the
basis for our modifications.

5.1 Gateway Discovery and Route Setup

We chose to implement the same type of gateway discov-
ery and route setup mechanisms for both default routes
and half tunnels, so that a comparison would be as fair as
possible. We adopted a route discovery procedure based
on the regular one found in AODV with minor modifica-
tions to unify gateway discovery and route setup. This
integrates well with AODV’s reactiveness and is efficient.
A node initiates a route discovery by flooding the network
with RREQs as it would normally do when it does not
have a route to a destination. A gateway that receives this
RREQ determines address locality (i.e., whether the desti-
nation is an Internet host or an ad hoc node) and will send
a RREP to the ad hoc source node if the destination is an
Internet host. In this regard, the gateway will act in a way
similar to an ARP proxy, i.e., it will answer “en lieu” of
the destination node and will indicate towards which ad-
dress a packet should be sent. The address locality check
at the gateway is implemented through a prefix check or
using a visitor list.

The RREP that a gateway sends in response to a re-
quest for an Internet destination carries an extra AODV
RREP extension. It holds the IP address of the requested
Internet host for which an ad hoc network node issued a
RREQ. The RREP itself looks like a normal RREP that
would be sent in response to a RREQ for the gateway.
The extra signaling provided by the extension is used to
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configure the default route or tunnel state at the same time
as the gateway route is configured. When a source node
receives this RREP the default route or tunnel is ready for
operation.

5.2 Implementing Half tunnels

In the source node’s routing table, gateways are marked
with a G flag (although not used for any purpose at this
point). The RREP extension received from the gateway is
used to configure an Internet host entry, marked with an
I flag, which has a limited life time and which points to
the gateway. It maps fixed Internet addresses to the ap-
propriate gateway addresses and represent tunnel entries
(Figure 4).

Our half tunnel implementation works both in simula-
tion (ns-2) and in real-world on Linux. For the Linux ver-
sion we use Minimal IP encapsulation [10], which trans-
lates to an overhead of 8 bytes for each data packet sent
through a gateway. We have verified that the Linux ver-
sion works in multi-hop scenarios.

5.2.1 Optimizations

At this point the half tunnel implementation does not sup-
port intermediate node reply for Internet destinations. If
implemented, intermediate nodes that already have a tun-
nel configured for a requested destination might answer
on behalf of the gateway. This would reduce the required
RREQ floods necessary to reach the gateway when the
source node use an expanding ring search.

Another optimization would be to enable the use of
backup tunnels. If a node has more than one tunnel con-
figured, it might use a backup tunnel if one of them goes
down. An Internet destination marked with anI flag,
could easily be re-pointed to the next active tunnel that is
marked with aGflag, without the need for a new RREQ
flood.

5.3 Implementing Default Routes

We chose to implement default routes with the enhance-
ments described in section 3. The extended RREP is used
to configure default route entries according to Figure 3
(b) on all intermediate nodes between the ad hoc source
node and the gateway. The Internet host route entries on
intermediate nodes are necessary to avoid cascading route
look-ups. An option in the implementation is to drop any
RREPs that contain information that are inconsistent with
already configured default routes. This could be a serious
performance drawback, since some RREPs might never
reach its destination. However, we believe it is necessary
to get route stability.

6 Evaluation

In this section we present simulation results that compare
the performance of default route and half tunnel forward-
ing using constant bit rate (CBR) UDP traffic and (FTP)
TCP traffic. We show that half tunnel forwarding shows
constantly better performance than the default route route
counterpart. However, default route forwarding can per-
form better if we apply modifications that are conflicting
with the AODV specification.

6.1 Simulation Methodology

We usens-2 version 2.26 and the ns-2 AODV-UU im-
plementation of AODV. We have gateway forwarding for
both default routes and half tunnels.

GW1 GW2

Figure 6: Scenario with two gateways (GW1 and GW2).
Nodes in the ad hoc network move randomly. Two of
them communicate with any of the fixed hosts.

We chose to evaluate gateway forwarding in network
scenarios where we scale the number of nodes from 10 to
20 nodes, incrementing by two at a time. Two gateways
are used in the simulations. We keep node density fixed at
2 × 10−5 nodes perm2. Thus, the area size (with an x:y
ratio of 1:2) grows with increased number of nodes. We
found this density to be a good balance between network
size and number of nodes so that routes on average are
likely to be longer as the number of nodes and area size
increase. This allows us to evaluate forwarding behavior
with increasing path length. The ad hoc nodes move in the
simulated area according to therandom waypointmodel
with a max speed of 20m/s. We randomly generated 50
movement pattern files for each network size (i.e., num-
ber of nodes and area size). One movement run lasts for
200 seconds. These 50 patterns were used for all experi-
ments with default routes and half tunnels to ensure that
the results were comparable. Performance averages were
taken over all 50 runs for each network size and forward-
ing strategy. An illustration of our simulated network can
be found in Figure 6.
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Figure 7: CBR Delivery ratio and control traffic using 2 CBR sources and increasing path lengths.

6.2 CBR Performance

In our first experiment we examine CBR performance be-
cause the traffic is predictable and there is no feedback
loop, i.e., no acknowledgments like in TCP. This also
means that it does not matter to which gateway the traffic
is forwarded, since there is no return traffic. We would
therefore not expect dramatic differences between strate-
gies. Two CBR sources, sending 512 byte packets at a rate
of 10 per second, is randomly selected among the ad hoc
nodes. They will start to communicate with a host on the
fixed network by randomly choosing one out of two possi-
ble. The CBR sources start 5 seconds into the simulation
and continue until the end at 200 seconds.

In Figure 7 we see a comparison of delivery ratios (data
packets received divided by data packets transmitted) for
half tunnel forwarding and default route forwarding. Al-
though the variance for each point in the diagram is quite
high, the differences between curves are significant. The
variance is caused by the randomness in movement pat-
terns. As can be seen from the left figure the delivery ra-
tio decreases with the number of nodes. This is expected
since the number of hops to the gateway will also increase
with the size. Hence will the probability of connectiv-
ity loss also increase with hop length and consequently
the control traffic will increase to handle the losses. This
overall pattern occur in all our measurements.

We note that half tunnel forwarding consistently
achieves better delivery ratio than the default route ap-
proach. Our hypotheses is that the default route solution
occasionally suffers from incorrectly replicated or miss-
ing state on the nodes along a default route. Keep in mind,
from section 3.2, that whenever a default route changes at
any hop on the path to the gateway, it is necessary for new
nodes on the path to have the routing table state of their
upstream nodes replicated in their routing tables. Oth-
erwise the AODV protocol will send a route error mes-
sage to upstream nodes to invalidate their default routes

and force them to be rediscovered. This would explain
the larger amount of control message overhead of default
route forwarding compared to half tunnels in the right
graph of Figure 7. The inconsistency in default route
paths is likely to occur more frequently when we have
more nodes and a larger simulated area, thus on the aver-
age longer routes. The delivery ratio in Figure 7 supports
this view, since the gap between half tunnel forwarding
and default route forwarding increases with more nodes.

To verify our hypotheses we changed the AODV im-
plementation so that a node does not send a route error
in response to an incoming data packet that it can not
route. Instead it forwards the packet on a default route (if
it has one), ignoring any state that is missing or is conflict-
ing. The modification also drops any inconsistent route
replies, otherwise it operates as normal. The simulations
with this modification (called “default route mod.” in the
figures) show that the modification brings the CBR de-
livery ratio much closer to half tunnel forwarding as we
expected. However, this modification violates the AODV
specification and we see potential security issues with for-
warding any incoming packet as long as there is a default
route.

6.3 TCP Performance

When evaluating TCP performance in a multiple gateway
environment it is important that the return traffic (i.e., the
acknowledgments) from the fixed network is sent through
the same gateway as the forward traffic. Otherwise TCP
acknowledgments might get lost in case they are sent to
the wrong gateway, because connectivity might not be
possible between that gateway and the source node. To
support this we modified ns-2’s Mobile IP to work with
the AODV implementation. Mobile IP’s agent discovery
was removed and replaced with AODVs RREQ mecha-
nism just to simplify the set-up. For other parts Mobile
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Figure 8: TCP throughput and goodput using 2 TCP sources and increasing path lengths.

IP works as specified. Whenever a mobile ad hoc node
discovers a new gateway it will register with the agent at
that gateway. It is either a Foreign or the Home agent. It
is crucial that source nodes in the future keep track of the
gateway they are currently registered with and to make
sure that the return traffic is sent the same way.

For this experiment, GW1 and GW2 in Figure 6 are as-
signed as Home Agent (HA) and Foreign Agent (FA), re-
spectively. The scenario configuration otherwise remains
the same. The TCP packet size of 512 bytes might be
suboptimal for highest throughput, but since we are com-
paring forwarding strategies we are not interested in the
absolute throughput, but instead the relationship between
strategies. We created two FTP sources. The aggregated
throughput of these two is limited by the gateway capac-
ity.
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Figure 9: Control traffic in TCP scenario.

In Figure 8, we see that the expected drop in per-
formance with the number of nodes, caused by the in-
creased probability of losing connections. When com-
paring strategies we see that half tunnel forwarding con-

stantly achieves a higher TCP throughput than default
route forwarding. The inconsistencies of default route
forwarding are likely to sometimes cause TCP timeouts
which explain the decrease in throughput.

The TCP goodput (ratio of TCP packets successfully
delivered to the total number of TCP packets transmit-
ted) in the right figure and the control traffic overhead in
Figure 9 supports this view. Surprisingly, the goodput of
half tunnel forwarding is slightly lower than default route.
An explanation for this is that with less timeouts for half
tunnels it will send more packets than default route and
thus also retransmit more packets. This would reduce the
goodput of half tunnels while it still has a higher through-
put than default route. At the same time, default route
forwarding is not retransmitting that much, indicating that
the decreased throughput is caused by timeouts. Control
traffic is also likely to increase, since with half tunnel for-
warding, AODV spends more time delivering packets than
idle in timeouts. In combination this will give less good-
put for half tunnels. Interesting is that the modified de-
fault route forwarding does not show a similarly strong
improvement in this experiment as in the CBR case. This
is in line with our assumptions that default route forward-
ing does not work well with TCP in multiple gateway sce-
narios. We will explore this issue further in the next sec-
tion.

6.4 The Effect of Inconsistent Routes

In section 2.4 we described how default route forwarding
could suffer from inconsistent routing table state in mul-
tiple gateway environments. This would impact TCP per-
formance negatively as nodes might believe that they are
forwarding to a particular gateway when they are in fact
not. With Mobile IP, return traffic should be sent to the
gateway at which the ad hoc source node is currently reg-
istered. If this is a different gateway from the one that for-
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ward traffic is sent over, the TCP acknowledgments might
be stuck there. This could explain why TCP with default
route forwarding seems to spend more time idle in time-
outs.

MN4

Time (s)

100

50

150

0

200

MN3

MN2

MN1

HA FA

Figure 10: Scenario with time-space diagram. MN1 and
MN2 will move uniformly back and forth between their
starting points and the positions marked by gray spots. At
the start of the scenario, MN1 will initiate a file transfer
(FTP) to a host on the fixed network and may switch gate-
ways if they move from their home agent to the foreign
agent.

We wanted to verify with an experiment that the low
throughput, despite modifications, is caused by timeouts.
We also wanted to find out to what extent our proposal
to drop inconsistent route replies for default route would
help and finally to verify that half tunnel forwarding does
not exhibit this problem. For this purpose we constructed
a simple version of our scenario where the routing pro-
tocol is subjected to frequent gateway changes. It con-
sists of four mobile nodes (MN1 to MN4), two gateways
(HA and FA) and a fixed host as depicted in Figure 10.
The leftmost gateway is the home agent (HA) of the mo-
bile node MN1, while the right gateway acts as a foreign
agent (FA). MN1 will initiate an FTP file transfer to the
fixed host at the start of the simulation. The file trans-
fer will continue for the duration of the simulation which
lasts 200 seconds. During this time MN1 and MN2 will
move uniformlytogetheraccording to the time-space dia-
gram in Figure 10. This movement will thus trigger MN1
to switch between gateways HA and FA. The other nodes
remain stationary and will forward traffic to and from the
gateways.

Figure 11 shows a TCP sequence number trace of a

simulation run as described above. In this scenario we
expected to see time gaps in between sequence numbers
corresponding to handover points i.e. when the transmis-
sion must stop until the new gateway takes over. We note
that half tunnel forwarding has the highest throughput,
i.e., reaches the highest sequence number at 200 seconds.
There are expected gaps for the half tunnel but they are
not so visible due to random effects on TCP. The unmod-
ified default route forwarding on the other hand has two
long periods where there are no packets sent at all and
TCP seems to suffer timeouts. The first timeout corre-
sponds well to the time of the first gateway change and
the other with the third gateway change, when comparing
to the time-space diagram. It seems as if traffic is only
forwarded over the HA.

We wanted to find out the exact cause of this behavior
and therefore examined our log files. We found the fol-
lowing explanation: When MN1 is about to switch from
the HA to the FA, inconsistent routing table states are
installed on MN1 and MN2, similar to that in Figure 2.
MN1 will stick to its state saying the Internet host can
be reached through the HA, when in reality the packets
are forwarded through the FA. Since the forwarding to
the fixed host still works, MN1 will keep and continue
refreshing its default route pointing to the HA. MN1 in-
correctly concludes that it does not have to register at the
FA, causing the acknowledgments to be lost at HA. This
will continue until MN1 loses the connectivity to the FA
and regains connectivity with the HA. Thus, TCP will go
into a timeout.

The third plot has the modification to drop inconsis-
tent route replies. In the resulting sequence number trace
we see that this small modification solves the problem as
expected. In this isolated case the route reply is the cul-
prit. However, dropping inconsistent route replies seem
to have little effect in the general case as we experienced
from the CBR and TCP simulations. Thus we conclude
that the impact of intermediate nodes, which do not repli-
cate the state of upstream nodes, have a bigger impact on
performance than inconsistent route replies.

7 Related Work

Belding-Royer et al proposes Globalv4 [3] which aims to
integrate Mobile IP with ad hoc networks and currently
targets the AODV routing protocol specifically. This
is achieved by making AODV MIP aware, where MIP
mainly is used to assign care of addresses. This requires
modifications to the routing protocol. The locality of a
destination is determined by a local search. If no reply
is received, the destination is assumed to be in the Inter-
net and an explicit host route is configured for that des-
tination. This solution suffers from long route discovery
delays and lack of route aggregation that half tunnels pro-
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Figure 11: Sequence number trace showing how unmodified default route forwarding has problems in multiple gate-
way scenarios. Dropping inconsistent route replies substantially helps in this particular scenario.

vide. Similar solutions for integrating MIP with ad hoc
networks can be found in [13, 5]. Mandatory integration
of MIP with the ad hoc routing protocol has obvious draw-
backs in terms of complexity compared to half tunnels.
Furthermore, we propose that a gateway determines node
locality, to avoid long route discovery delays.

Globalv6 by Wakikawa et al [14], can also work with
Mobile IP, but it is not mandatory. The proposal targets
a flat address network. Nodes may acquire a prefix from
a gateway and through IPv6’s auto-configuration it con-
structs a globally routable IP address. Globalv6 employs
a similar technique as Globalv4 to determine the locality
of destinations. Routing towards the gateway is done on a
hop-by-hop basis using a default route. Cascading effects
are avoided by requiring intermediate nodes to configure
host route entries for Internet destinations. But then it
looses route aggregation. Globalv6 also hints of an op-
tional way of doing “loose source routing”-like forward-
ing to gateways, using an IPv6 routing extension header.
This type of forwarding resembles that of half tunnels.
However, it is an IPv6 specific mechanism and Globalv6
does not specify how this is integrated with the routing.

Jönsson et al studies in [7] the integration of Mobile IP
in mobile ad hoc networks. Tunneling from ad hoc nodes
to the foreign agent is proposed as a way to achieve de-
fault route like behavior. This is the half tunnel approach.
However, the paper does not explore the benefits of this

approach but instead studies different approaches to dis-
seminate Mobile IP information in the ad hoc network.

The Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) is pro-
posed by Johnson et al [6]. DSR is interesting because
it uses source routing and therefore supports the type of
indirection that half tunnels provide to operate efficiently
with (multiple) gateways. Half tunnels would transpar-
ently work also with DSR, but it would be an unnecessary
addition.

We also point to the LUNAR protocol [2] which tunnels
all network traffic directly over the wireless link layer.
LUNAR uses a kind of ARP forwarding as route request
messages to discover destination nodes; The ARP reply
corresponds to a route reply message and is used to build
a data delivery tunnel between the involved mobile nodes.
This is similar to our AODV extension for route reply
messages which also create routing state when they re-
turn. Because LUNAR creates a complete one-hop illu-
sion to the IP layer, gateway connectivity is easy to sup-
port.

We close this section on a generalizing note regarding
indirection and the overloading of IP numbers. As doc-
umented and commented by IRTF’s “Name Space Re-
search Group” in [8], there are several proposals being
currently discussed that aim at separating IP addresses
into true hostidentifiersand locators. A major point in
these proposals is that the current implicit bindings inside
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or based on IP addresses should be made modifiable. Our
discussion above belongs to the same context, as flat ad-
dresses in ad hoc networks defy the use of locators. More-
over, routing along default routes, which by itself is tied to
carefully arranged locators, only works in fixed networks
because an “unbinding” is done by forwarding a packet
to a link layer address that has no direct relation with the
packet’s true destination. The default route approach as
discussed in section 3, implements this transient unbind-
ing by adding indirection state into the route table of all
intermediate nodes, while the half tunnel approach puts
the indirection data into each packet.

8 Conclusions

We have presented alternative ways to attach ad hoc net-
works to Internet gateways. In regular LANs, a default
route is used for forwarding packets to the Internet. Ad
hoc networks have different characteristics which make
the concept default route inefficient and in some situations
it will work incorrectly. We have compared the architec-
tural aspects of default routes with our proposal half tun-
nels in different ad hoc environments and with different
protocols.

The half tunnels are implemented within the AODV
protocol framework and the same implementation has
been evaluated in ns-2 simulations. Default route for-
warding was also implemented in ns-2. From our com-
parison, implementation experience and evaluations we
conclude that:

• half tunnels are architecturally simple and an elegant
solution compared to default routes,

• half tunnels do not require any changes to the ad hoc
routing protocols or to intermediate nodes. Only a
simple indirection step in the source node’s routing
table is needed,

• the performance of half tunnels is better or at least
comparable to the improved default routes in our
simulation scenarios,

• half tunnels will work with multiple gateways and
that default routes will operate incorrectly in this en-
vironment. Multiple gateways will provide fault tol-
erance and load balancing,

• the half tunnel has double destination IP addresses
which may create a substantial overhead for very
small packets which is not the case for default routes.

Items for future work include how to handle DNS look-
up for source and gateway nodes. There are several ways
and algorithms to solve the locality problem at the gate-
way and they should be evaluated. There exists techniques

for compressing headers that may be attractive to explore
whether they work for this ad hoc environment. The pos-
sibility to use multi-homing for soft hand-over would also
be interesting to explore further.
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